


New In!

Code Product - See website for current prices

20CE13 Coloured Pencil Tin of 12

20AS7 Sketching Pencils Tin of 12

Coloured Pencil Tin - NEW
A set of 12 pre-sharpened woodcase pencils with strong pigment colours 
that apply smoothly and blend easily for subtle shades, tints and colour 
mixtures. 12 assorted colours in a Blue Acorn reusable and portable tin.

Sketching Pencil Tin - NEW
Great value, cedar sketching pencils in a natural fi nish. Ideal for sketching, 
shading and an introduction to the use of tone. Double-dipped ends for 
durability. 12 graded sketching pencils in a Blue Acorn reusable
and portable tin.

NEW!!!

Code Product - See website for current prices

20CE13 Fineliners Assorted set of 12

21F01 Fineliners Black set of 12

Fineliners - NEW
Pack of twelve 0.4mm fi bre tip fi neliners, with water-based ink. Outstanding 
results for line drawing, light washes, ruler and stencil, technical drawing and 
dot work.

New In!



Pencils

Code Product

20CE12 Colouring Pencils - Set of 12

20CWJ12 Watercolour Pencils Set of 12 + Brush

20AS6 6 Sketching Pencils B - 6B

20SPS12 12 Sketching Pencils  6B - 5H

sketching pencils
Great value, cedar sketching pencils in a natural fi nish. Ideal for sketching, 
shading and an introduction to the use of tone. Double-dipped ends for 
durability. Available in two Eco-Friendly packaged sets - 6’s and 12’s.

colour pencils
A set of 12 pre-sharpened woodcase pencils with strong pigment colours that 
apply smoothly and blend easily for subtle shades, tints and colour mixtures

water soluble pencils
Blue Acorn Aquarelle pencils are lovely rich, vibrant watersoluble coloured 
pencils with evenly-dispersed pigments and good colour permanency in a 
round cedar barrel. Manufactured with high concentration pigments and 
bleached kaolin, a white clay of the highest purity is used along with other 
binders to achieve a unique stroke on paper or any other medium. The 
colours have excellent durability, blendability and lightfastness and are 
extremely soluble which means an aquarelle technique can be achieved with 
just a few drops of water.

Aprons & 
Brush Rolls

Code Product

03PA Canvas Apron

03PA2 Deluxe Canvas Apron

03PC00 Canvas Brush Roll

canvas apron
Blue Acorn ‘Natural’ canvas aprons are made from 100%, 7oz cotton canvas 
and are strong, yet lightweight. Each apron measures 80cm x 57cm, with 
2 side straps 100cm length each and an adjustable neck strap. There are 2 
deep pockets, 1 shallow pocket and 5 openings for brushes. 
This is the perfect apron for all artists.

deluxe canvas apron 
Blue Acorn ‘Deluxe’ canvas aprons are the ultimate aprons, made from 
10oz heavyweight splash-proof canvas, dyed to a stylish ‘sand’ colour. 
Ideal for pottery and ceramics work as well as painting of all styles, there 
are 2 deep pockets, 1 shallow pocket and 5 openings for brushes. Each 
apron measures 80cm x 57cm, with 2 side straps 100cm length each and an 
adjustable neck strap.

canvas brush roll
This Blue Acorn natural cotton canvas brush roll consists of 12 pockets, that 
can hold brushes up to 40cm/15ins long. Can be rolled up and tied, while 
still allowing the brushes to breath. Made from durable cotton canvas.

Aprons & 
Brush Rolls

canvas apron
Blue Acorn ‘Natural’ canvas aprons are made from 100%, 7oz cotton canvas 
and are strong, yet lightweight. Each apron measures 80cm x 57cm, with 
2 side straps 100cm length each and an adjustable neck strap. There are 2 
deep pockets, 1 shallow pocket and 5 openings for brushes. 
This is the perfect apron for all artists.

deluxe canvas apron 
Blue Acorn ‘Deluxe’ canvas aprons are the ultimate aprons, made from 
10oz heavyweight splash-proof canvas, dyed to a stylish ‘sand’ colour. 
Ideal for pottery and ceramics work as well as painting of all styles, there 
are 2 deep pockets, 1 shallow pocket and 5 openings for brushes. Each 
apron measures 80cm x 57cm, with 2 side straps 100cm length each and an 
adjustable neck strap.

canvas brush roll
This Blue Acorn natural cotton canvas brush roll consists of 12 pockets, that 
can hold brushes up to 40cm/15ins long. Can be rolled up and tied, while 
still allowing the brushes to breath. Made from durable cotton canvas.



Travel 
Journals

CODE Product

07J4 Blue Acorn Travel Journal A4 128pp 150gsm Plain

07J5 Blue Acorn Travel Journal A5 128pp 150gsm Plain

07J6 Blue Acorn Travel Journal A6 128pp 150gsm Plain

07JC5 Blue Acorn Travel Journal A5 128pp 150gsm Fully Lined

07JC6 Blue Acorn Travel Journal A6 128pp 150gsm Fully Lined

07JL4 Blue Acorn Travel Journal A4 128pp 150gsm Lined & Plain

07JL5 Blue Acorn Travel Journal A5 128pp 150gsm Lined & Plain

07JL6 Blue Acorn Travel Journal A6 128pp 150gsm Lined & Plain

plain travel journal
Blue Acorn travel journals have 128 
pages of 150gsm plain cartridge paper, 
perfect for recording ideas, thoughts 
and sketches on the move. These 
Journals have a heavy duty cover with a 
gusseted pocket inside the back cover 
to store articles of interest, an elastic 
strap to keep contents secure and a 
ribbon page marker.

lined & plain 
travel journal
Blue Acorn alternate lined/plain travel 
journals have 128 pages of 150gsm 
cartridge paper, perfect for recording 
ideas, thoughts and sketches on the 
move. The left hand page is feint-ruled 
for note taking or narrative. Also has a 
gusseted pocket inside the back cover 
to store articles of interest and an elastic 
strap to keep contents secure and a 
ribbon page marker. 

fully lined travel journal 
Blue Acorn fully lined travel journals have 128 
pages of 150gsm lined cartridge paper, perfect 
for recording ideas, thoughts and sketches on 
the move. Both pages are feint-ruled for note 
taking or narrative. Also has a gusseted pocket 
inside the back cover to store articles of interest 
and an elastic strap to keep contents secure and 
a ribbon page marker. 

This 150gsm 
paper can take light 
washes of paint as 

well as inks, pencils, 
sketching pens and 

brush pens.

Watercolour 
Journals

CODE Product

07JW1 Blue Acorn Watercolour Journal 140x140mm 200gsm 

07JW4 Blue Acorn Watercolour Journal A4 Landscape 200gsm

07JW5 Blue Acorn Watercolour Journal A5 Landscape 200gsm

07JW9 Blue Acorn Watercolour Journal Panorama 21x10cm 200gsm

watercolour journals
Blue Acorn watercolour travel journals are 
hardbacked for durability and each journal 
contains 60 pages of high quality acid free 
watercolour paper. The paper is 200gsm and has 
a ‘NOT’ (cold pressed) surface. With the option 
of A4 Landscape, A5 Landscape, Square and 
even Panoramic, there is plenty of choice to suit 
your every need. Perfect for artists on their travels 
and in the studio. 60 pages 200gsm 
watercolour paper.

* 140x140mm not 60 pages



CODE Product

07K1 Blue Acorn Tie Kraft Book 12x12 40pp 200g Brown Kraft Paper

07K3 Blue Acorn Tie Kraft Book A3 40pp 200g Brown Kraft Paper 

07K4 Blue Acorn Tie Kraft Book A4 40pp 200g Brown Kraft Paper

07K5 Blue Acorn Tie Kraft Book A5 40pp 200g Brown Kraft Paper

kraft paper tie sketchbooks 
Blue Acorn kraft paper tie sketchbooks are 
a key resource in any crafters/artists portfolio of 
materials. Filled with 40 sheets of lovely 200gsm 
kraft card and bound with a 1” twin wire spiral, 
these sketchbooks are perfect for scrapbooking, 
photography, collage, printing and more. Each 
book has a ribbon fastening to keep work safe 
and secure. The strong ‘paper’ texture makes 
it an interesting surface to draw and sketch on, 
paint on or for creating collages. The kraft board 
covers are very strong and will keep work safe 
and give a fl at surface to lean on. 
Available in A3, A4, A5 & 12” x 12”.

Kraft 
Sketchbooks

CODE Product

07HA5 Portrait A5

07HA4 Portrait A4

07HA3 Portrait A3

07HA4L Landscape A4

07HA3L Landscape A3

 07HA195 Square 195 x 195mm

07HA250 Square 250 x 250mm

CODE Product

07HAW5 A5

07HAW4 A4

07HAW8 A4+

07HAW3 A3

07HAW1 12” x 12” (300 x 300mm)

hardback spiral sketchbook 
The ever popular twin-wire spiral with a hard wearing black cover, rigid 
greyboard back, fi lled with 35 sheets of 150gsm cartridge paper. Available in 
square, portrait & landscape formats.

35 sheets 150gsm cartridge paper.

supreme spiral sketchbook 
The Blue Acorn Supreme sketchbook has 50 sheets of 150gsm cartridge 
paper and more importantly has a large 28mm diameter twin spiral binding to 
accommodate additions without strain. Students and artists use these deluxe 
sketchbooks to store/attach articles such as fabrics, leaves, dried fl owers, 
newspaper/magazine cuttings, etc. This sketchbook has a hardwearing, 
deluxe black cover front and back, allowing students to use throughout their 
courses and to present their fi nished work at the end. The 150gsm paper can 
cope with light washes of paint as well as inks, pencils, sketching pens and 
brush pens. Available in 5 sizes - A3, A4, A4+, A5 & 300 x 300mm (12” x 12”).

50 sheets 150gsm cartridge paper

Spiral 
Sketchbooks



Softback Sewn 
Sketchbooks

Blue Acorn softback sketchbooks have a 
sewn spine and rounded corners, giving 
an extra touch of quality. There is a large 
choice of options - black or kraft (natural) 
covers, portrait and landscape layout, 
plain pages, lined pages, 
black pages, available in A3, A4, A4+, A5. 
Each sketchbook contains 40 
pages/20sheets of 150gsm cartridge 
paper. 

Code Product

07CP3 A3 Portrait

07CP4 A4 Portrait

07CP8 A4+ Portrait

07CP5 A5 Portrait

07CP3L A3 Landscape

07CP4L A4 Landscape

07CP5L A5 Landscape

07CPB3 A3 Portrait, Black Paper

07CPB4 A4 Portrait, Black Paper

07CPL3 A3 Portrait, Lined Page/Blank Page

07CPL4 A4 Portrait, Lined Page/Blank Page

07CPL5 A5 Portrait, Lined Page/Blank Page

Black Cover with Red 
Stitching - 40 pages, 
150gsm Cartridge Paper

Kraft (Natural) Cover with White Stitching - 
40 pages, 150gsm Cartridge Paper

Code Product

07CK3 A3 Portrait

07CK4 A4 Portrait

07CK8 A4+ Portrait

07CK5 A5 Portrait

07CK3L A3 Landscape

07CK4L A4 Landscape

07CK5L A5 Landscape

07CKB3 A3 Portrait, Black Paper

07CKB4 A4 Portrait, Black Paper

07CKL3 A3 Portrait, Lined Page/Blank Page

07CKL4 A4 Portrait, Lined Page/Blank Page

07CKL5 A5 Portrait, Lined Page/Blank Page



Code Product

07N21012 Stretched Canvas 18mm X 10x12”

07N21216 Stretched Canvas 18mm X 12x16”

07N21620 Stretched Canvas 18mm X 16x20”

07N22030 Stretched Canvas 18mm X 20x30”

07N21212 Stretched Canvas 18mm X 12x12”

07N2820 Stretched Canvas 18mm X 8x 20”

07N21239 Stretched Canvas 18mm X 12x39”

07N21639 Stretched Canvas 18mm X 16x39”

07N41216 Stretched Canvas 40mm X 12x16”

07N41620 Stretched Canvas 40mm X 16x20”

07N42432 Stretched Canvas 40mm X 24x30”

07N41212 Stretched Canvas 40mm X 12x12”

07N41616 Stretched Canvas 40mm X 16x16”

Stretched Canvas:

18mm available in sizes: A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, 254x305mm, 254x356mm, 300x300mm, 305x406mm, 
305x610mm, 300x1000mm, 400x400mm, 406x508mm, 400x1000mm, 500x500mm, 508x610mm, 
508x762mm, 600x600mm, 200x500mm & 200x200mm.

40mm available in sizes: 254x254mm, 300x300mm, 300x400mm, 400x400mm, 400x500mm, 500x500mm 
& 600x750mm.

Stretched 
Canvas

18mm stretched canvas
Blue Acorn Canvas Rolls & Stretched Canvases 
are of artist’s quality and the canvas used is 
medium grain, 100% cotton and 10oz.The 
1.8cm Stretched Canvases are hand built with 
17 x 37mm, kiln dried stretcher frames and then 
covered with 10oz canvas that has been triple 
primed with an ‘acid free’ acrylic primer that 
provides an excellent surface to paint on to. Due 
to the high quality primer used, artists can expect 
minimal colour shift and a good adhesion to the 
canvas. Chemical binders and fi llers are not used 
as these tend to allow the paint to sink into the 
canvas and a change in the colours. The canvas 
is archival quality and suitable for oil and acrylic 
paint. They are back stapled with folded 
uncut corners.

40mm deep edge 
stretched canvas
The 4cm Stretched Canvases are hand built with 
34 x 37mm, kiln dried stretcher frames and then 
covered with 11oz canvas that has been triple 
primed with an ‘acid free’ acrylic primer that 
provides an excellent surface to paint on to. Due 
to the high quality primer used, artists can expect 
minimal colour shift and a good adhesion to the 
canvas. Chemical binders and fi llers are not used 
as these tend to allow the paint to sink into the 
canvas and a change in the colours. The canvas 
is archival quality and suitable for oil and acrylic 
paint. They are back stapled with folded 
uncut corners.

These superior quality canvas boards are made by laminating 100% cotton 
canvas onto high quality boards of excellent stability, stretched by hand for 
correct tension with tailored corners and then triple coated with one coat 
of acid free sizing and two coats of highly pigmented primer. This helps to 
give the boards a balanced absorbency and tooth which prevents sinking 
of oil colours and improves adhesion. Blue Acorn Artists’ Canvas Boards are 
prepared for immediate use and suitable for use with oil (including water 
mixable oil), alkyd and acrylic colours. The medium grain surface is ideal for 
all techniques including heavier applications of colour.

These superior quality canvas boards are made by laminating 100% cotton 
canvas onto high quality boards of excellent stability, stretched by hand for 
correct tension with tailored corners and then triple coated with one coat 
of acid free sizing and two coats of highly pigmented primer. This helps to of acid free sizing and two coats of highly pigmented primer. This helps to 

These superior quality canvas boards are made by laminating 100% cotton 
canvas onto high quality boards of excellent stability, stretched by hand for 
correct tension with tailored corners and then triple coated with one coat 
of acid free sizing and two coats of highly pigmented primer. This helps to 

Code Product

07NCP1 Artists Canvas Board A1 

07NCP2 Artists Canvas Board A2 

07NCP3 Artists Canvas Board A3 

07NCP4 Artists Canvas Board A4 

07NCP5 Artists Canvas Board A5

07NCP75 Artists Canvas Board 7” X 5”

07NCP108 Artists Canvas Board 10” X 8” 

07NCP1210 Artists Canvas Board 12” X 10” 

07NCP1410 Artists Canvas Board 14” X 10” 

07NCP1612 Artists Canvas Board 16” X 12” 

07NCP1814 Artists Canvas Board 18” X 14” 

07NCP2016 Artists Canvas Board 20” X 16” 

07NCP2418 Artists Canvas Board 24” X 18” 

07NCP2420 Artists Canvas Board 24” X 20”

Canvas 
Boards
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